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Observations Suggesting the Use 
of Small Hydrogen Bombs
1) The concrete pulverized into fine dust, 70…300 micron particles (just this 
could take more energy than the total gravitational energy available). See
Gehue plates 6 and 7

2) Very energetic – hot – dust after the explosions. (Demolition charges would
produce white clouds of dust, which would not move much, and a gravity-
driven collapse would produce much less and more coarse dust.) 

3) Brown shades of color seen in the air – these are produced by nuclear 
reactions of a thermonuclear device. The reactions use (gamma radiation 
caused by free neutrons, N2, O2, H2O > nitrid acid, NO2, NO3). These 
clouds soon get their usual white color after some minutes as the heat and 
fast movement of the clouds cease becoming ordinary clouds with some 
water. 

 many of the pictures taken regarding the WTC Towers and the clouds 
seem to have been developed too blue, killing shades of brown. (This may 
have been an attempt to suppress the evidence.) Also there was supposed 
to be 200 000+ gallons of water on the roof of each tower – this water was 
spilled into stairwells etc, but was later all converted into water vapour 
reducing the brown color. 

Note:

4) Superheated steel objects, disintegrating into steel vapour. Molten ponds 
of steel were found in the elevator shafts. There were lots of burned cars in the 
parking areas of the towers. The fire department did not announce until 12/19/
2001 that the fires under the WTC rubble have been distinguished (more than 
3 months after the incident). For more, see (Gehue plate 8)
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location F C name

A 1341 727 WTC7

B 1034 557 WTC7

C 1161 627 WTC1

D 963 517 WTC1

E 819 437 WTC3

F 801 427 WTC2

G 1377 747 WTC2

H 1017 547 WTC4

The thermal survey of the WTC 9/16/2001 (NASA /US Geological Survey). 
Despite of fire department having cooled the rubble, aluminium would still be 
melting in some sites 5 days after the incident. 

5) Elevated values of tritium in this area, but not elsewhere in New York. The 
University of California found elevated values on 9/13/2001 and 9/21/2001 
within bounds of the WTC. They found them harmless for health. In pure 
hydrogen bomb isotopes of hydrogen are fused (D + T > n + a + 17.6 MeV). 

6) An EMP-type phenomenon blacked out cellular phones at the moment 
when the first (southern) tower started to 'fall down', at the exact moment when 
a small thermonuclear bomb was detonated. Even in electronic cameras and 
videos a strange afterglow was seen in the late phase of the 'collapse' of both 
of the towers. See Gehue plate 5

7) A wave of pressure was witnessed in the root of the tower at the moment 
when the so-called collapse was progressing just about two hundred meters 
and nothing had fallen down to earth. The blast wave turned over for example 
a photographer and a fireman close to the entrance, who was taking photos 
of the dust cloud. The burst of the dust cloud on the root of the tower was 
photographed as well. In the image at the left below is what probably was the 
explosion of WTC 6. The Customs building was deliberately exploded for
some reason - it was not damaged because of the falling girders as they had 
not yet reached the roof of WTC 7 when the photo was taken. A couple of 
seconds later the clouds of the explosion were already partly above the roof of 
WTC 7, which was too energetical to be caused by usual blasting agents. 
This suggests it was the second hydrogen bomb in the WTC block. The first 
hydrogen bomb is discharging upwards (pulverized concrete) exactly in the 
picture, and the steel structures vaporized by the bomb are already falling 
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down 100 meters (approx. 328 ft.) farther down. The mass of cloud, caused 
by vaporized steel, is seen in the center of the picture and even more clearly 
in the picture at the right. 

8) In the cellar, out of all the 47 ultra strong steel pillars, the steel was melted
completely at the length of more than 20 meters (approx. 65 ft). Even cars 
were melted and burned in the cellar. The pillars were far too thick for 
thermite, which some have suggested. An explosion of a thermonuclear bomb
explains the phenomenon well. 

9) Steel columns and pillars were ejected in the surroundings of the building. 
In the beginning of the so-called collapse, exists no such energy exists that 
could throw steel pillars outwards from 60 to 175 meters (approx. from 170 to 
574 ft.) from trunk. Not even cutting charges can do that. Instead, the blast 
wave from a nuclear bomb is capable to do that. 
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